Finding the Right Building Solution is Easy!

Share Your Ideas

What Will It Cost?

Discover the best building styles and
possibilities for your needs. Share your
ideas with your local expert and watch your
building dreams become a reality.

Your dealer will provide you with a free
estimate outlining the costs for your
building including installation, foundations
and accessories. Ask about lease-to-own
and financing options.

Building Construction
Building construction starts as early as
six weeks from the time you order your
building. All of our buildings are engineered
to meet local building codes, as well as
snow, wind, and rain loads.

The Britespan Advantage

Natural Light & Ventilation

Wide Open Interiors

With bright, natural lighting and abundant
ventilation inside, a Britespan fabric
building provides a comforting environment
for livestock, improving herd health and
productivity. Eliminate the need for
daytime lighting and improve worker safety
within the shadow free environment.

The open-span interiors in a Britespan
building offer extraordinary height and
clearance up to 300 feet wide. With no
interior columns, you can maximize useable
storage space and easily maneuver heavy
equipment and vehicles within the building.

Speed of Construction
Utilizing a pre-engineered and modular
design, all of Britespan’s fabric structures
are built in a fraction of the time when
compared to conventional buildings, often
in weeks rather than months. This means
less operating down time for you, and a
faster turnaround for generating profit.

Corrosion Resistant
Britespan trusses are hot dip galvanized,
post fabrication, to prevent any rusting.
This quality standard provides lifelong
corrosion resistance and maximum
durability, even in the harshest
environments.

Building Solutions
All of Britespan’s structures are uniquely
engineered to meet specific weather
conditions and building codes. You can
have confidence that your building has
been engineered to withstand your local
snow, wind and rain loads. Britespan
fabric buildings are tested to the highest
standards.

Local Support
When you buy a Britespan fabric building,
you automatically get support from our
network of “Local Experts.” Dedicated
to you, our dealers are experienced in
providing support from project inception
through completion.

